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EXPERIMENTAL STUDY OF POLYDISPERSIVE BACTERIAL AERO ,LS

REPORT I

Theory of the Method for Determining the Survival of Microorganisms in a
4 Polydispersive Bacterial Aerosol

[Following is the translation oi an article by V. P.
Zhalko-Titarenko, Kiev Institute of Microbiology and
Epidemiology, published in the Russian-language peri-
odical Zhurnal Mikrobiolexii. Epidemioloaii i Immuno-
biologii (Journal of Microbiology, Epidemiology and
Immunobiology), #10, 1964, pages 61-66. It was sub-
mitted on 1 July 1963. Translation performed by
Sp/7 Charles T. Ostertag Jr.]

The struggle with droplet infections is one of the most difficult
and urgent problems of modern medical science. Therefore a study of the
main link in thL process of transmitting the causative agent -- the period
of its residence in the air -- is drawing the attention of many native
(Rechmenskiy, Vershigora, Vlodavets, Bolotovskiy and others) and foreign
(Ferry et al., Harper et al., Rosebury et al., Wells, Webb and others)
investigators.

The causative agents of droplet infections, upon entry into the air
form a dinpersed system -- a bacterial aerosol (or virus aerosol if the
causative agent is a filterable virus). The bacterial aerosol is wade up
of a dispersion (suspension) stage -- the particles of the aerosol, and
a dispersion medium -- the air. The make-up of the suspension stage,
that is the pa.ticles, in bacterial systems is complex. If the aerosol
was formed from a cellular suspensionl then its particles will be made up
of droplets of the dispersion medium of the suspension with the bacterial
cells included in them. (1. In subsequent accounts the cellular sus-
pension dispersed in the air will be called the initial suspension.] Thus
the aerosol particle itself also represents a dispersed system vith a liquid
medinai. This circumstance exerts an influence on the kinetic stability of
the aerosol and on the fate of the microbes included in the particles.

As a rule, the dispersing of liquids leads to the formation of
polydisperse systems, that is, aerosols containing particles of various
size. And only under specific experimental conditions is it possible to
obtain monodisperse systems in which all the particles are almost equal
in size and contain the same number of cells. Aerosols produced by man
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... n,,ng, talking) are distinguished by a sharp degree
, - - the sizes of the particles fluctu,•te from several

. irge droplets and clots of mucus, the diameter of which
. ,, :iiimrers . With the help of such partic'i that are vriou.

d., Lt~ct.o f the aerial route takes place under natural con-
,oi C,•ection with this, there is interest in the study of poly-

, , .2, r ii aerosols as a more complete modek of the aerial-
of transmitting infection.

. ., Ke stady of polydispersive bacterial aerosystems is made
L ,, undeveloped methods for determining the survival of the

.,s ,in them.. The relatively simple methods of determining
--,c ,lisperse systems (Ferry et al., Harper et al., Webb)

:c.!io be used in tests with polydisperse aerosols, since in
crt is no calculation of the particle size and the number

..,ii:.-.ed in it. At the same time it is also impossible to
U,. LV - a study of survival in monodisperse systems, since the

1! L'\x: fencc for microbes in particles of various size are not
'!.1 development of methods for determining survival in a

,-k a0rosol is dictated by scientific necessity.

., ries of works, beginning with this report, we have made an.
*u ��,l.'- this problem on a model of an aerosol of the diphtherial

present report contains the results of the theoretical
:1, t;:. mothod and its basis.

ý, to measure the survival of the causative agent, it :s
r, iow many bacterial cells there are in all and how many
a 1. }aving information of the concentration of live cells

and its overall cellular concentration ( i). i' is
".......'..S, by the ratio of these values, the "ý:•ecific wei;ht"

:a their overall mass:

0 (1)

.. ' tie degree of survival. of the causative agent in an

.•iition of the concentration of live microbes (6f.V-) in a
.. a- osol presents a number of difficulties about which v.w will

t. •:. •e study of this problem made it possible to select as the
k, i a soluble granular aerofilter made out of thin p. wder
it. B~y passing the aerosol through this povcer it s
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possible to achieve the deposition of almost all the particles on it.
Then the powder was dissolved in a sterile isotopic solution, from which
inoculations were made in dishes with a thick nutrient medium with a
subsequent germination and computation of colonies for the purpose of
calculating the value of ?

The overall concentration in a polydisperse aerosol may be
expressed by the product of the concentration of particles (the so-called
calculating concentration) -- e. and the average number of microbes in
a particle -- .46 :

(I)

From here the formula (1) may be rewritten in the following manner:

4.,-

(2)

The calculating concentr'ation eis easily determined in a VDK
constant ultramicroscope (Deryagin and Vlasenko). A method for deter-
mining the average number of bacteria in a particle has hardly been
developed, therefore we had to conduct several investigations in this area.
A solution was found for the problem in a special method for staining the
prec'ýitate of the particles and getting it on a clean microscope slide.
The p'eparation prepared in such a manner was subjected to microscope ex-
amination and a calculation was made of the number of bacterial cells in
the particles.

On the whole, the degree of survival 4 was determined simultaneously
by three methods: 1) the concentration of live microorganisms was deter-
mined by filtration of the aerosol through sodium alginate with a subsequent
inoculation and calculation of colonies; 2) the calculating concentration
of the aerosol was established in a VDK device; 3) the average nmber of
microorganisms in the particle was measured by means of a direct count under
a microscope in special preparations with the precipitate of the particles.

3.
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.)-ro.osed method is lacking in a determination of the limits of
od z o I ,, i: i. One of the existing conditiotis limiting the use of the
mt e•.•, :•. ti e presence in the aerosol of fractions of particles that
do not, comtain microbes. In this case "fractions of particles" implies
alI ti tp.irticles of a specific size. With such a structure of aero-
dispur. iým, there could occur, for example, a final desiccation of the
:nonrnciroli•i droplets already after the first measurings in the aerosol
and wi.l, thlt following measurements a very sharp reduction of the calculating
conct:c'u:t would be recorded. The index go would turn out higher than
actua. (,'.•.•quently it is necessary to have even if only a relative
asur_.•t, '!.-t !he aerosystem being investigated does not contain fractions
of toirin'rLi, particles. We are striving to set up conditions under which
tLcl.. !- l droplets will be organized.

.',I 't;ngs considered, the spraying of a liquid represents a breaking
up of i- iito smaller volumes -- particles. It is clear that in th- break-
ii -,y of tie 'zuspension the cellular concentration in the particles will
be thV : 'IN' in the whole. However, this rule is preserved only 1:' to a
certaii 1ir••.. In any suspension during separation into all smaller,
volumics 'L ý. possible to go up to that degree at which in the partisle
there rct-i,•',is only one cell (while preserving the 3ame value of the :ellu-
!ar c',: tion). If such a particle is divided into two or a greater
nunbthr ot p.irts, tie microbe will be in only one of these and the remaining
ones v'. I -,i st of the pure dispersing medium of the initial suspension.
Thu.,, tiýc ', numum size of a particle, in which one cell remains wlitle
pru~cr\, I"'he value of the concentration of the initial suspension, is
criti,,..•. ei. cellular concentration of the suspension (4) is t e ratio
of th, ,*- of bacteria (A) to the volume of the suspension in which

/1-
(3)

Upon achiviing, as a result of the breaking down, of the suspension,
a vaL'(;ut1l to The critical volume Oc, there turns 7-,_it to be one cell

in tl:c ;•,. ta do:

Ocr
Fro-,'r t

/

S(4)

C4

it L to write the formula (4) in the followin•g manner:

3/
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from where

It is apparent that during spraying, fractions of nonmicrobial
droplets will not be formed if they are all equal or exceed the critical
size.

The elementary computations presented have significance only in
case the diameter of the particle is known to be greater than the length
of the microbe. Castleman and Zauter experimentally established that the
millimum. verage diameter of droplets of water during its spraying comprises
10 1 10 cm, that is, it considerably exceeds the length of almost all
pathogenic bacteria. This value makes it possible to determine another
critical condition for the adaptability of the method. Thus, in the
formula (4), in place of 0Wwe place i~s numerical value, corresponding
to a droplet with a diameter of 10 10-" cm:

The physical significance of these critical conditions consists of
the following: 1O the concvntratLon of the initial suspension equals or
exceeds 1.92 6 10 cells/cu . then in general, fractious of noumicrobLal
particles cannot be formed. However, the absence of noicrobial fractions
may be guaranteed during smaller concentrations of the initial suspension
if the minima radius of the particles of the aerosol that are formed by
this spraying satisfy the condition (5).

The specific limitation for determining the average number of cellc
in a particle (and consequently the entire method as a whole) my turn out
to be that such a multitude of them in large particles does not submit to
distinction under a microscope. Particles with 30-50 microbes are practi-
cable for calculation. Usually such large partic!es, saturated with microbes,
settle rapidly, and in 20-30 minutes are already difficult to find in an
aerosol. In some cases this permits the broadening of the area of applica-
bility of the method, if the initial value of the average number of microbes
in the particle is determined by the method of extrapolation. The table
presents th" data from five determinations of the initial value of the
average number of microbes in a particle in aerosols obtained from sus-
pensions of a various concentration under similar conditions of spraying.
The last column of the table contains the values for the coefficient of the
ratio of the average number of microbes in the particle and the cellular

5.



;If 01C initia1l suspension:

(6)

I r i C int ti- for all the 6eterminations lies within the limits
I- ,0 6 • 10-9. This in general can be considered as

sf :.'1.dat ion to view the relationship as a more or less con-
,::(ider constant conditions of spraying.

tf there is assurance in the identity of the conditions of
spr.' i f. initial value of k. may determine, without turning to
dir-oct -,I-t:1.,tion. which of the values of particles or concentrations of
micr.-o-,',; to be impossible. For this, tests are set up with smaller
conceL: itn: of the initial suspension and they determine the value of
the cV•o,,ttc : t4L- according to the formula (6). Knowing the value of £,
it I> , dfifi7ult to calculate by the same formula the initial value of
At. , tic, ame concentration of the initial suspension, which is

"..,.ral data presented on the method of determining the survival
of c.,'::'.'e ,nts in a polydisperse aerosol touch on the problem concern-

in- J .t i structure of a bacterial aerosol and are based on definite
ti: .2,,cpts concerning this structure. Contemporary knowledge on

th ,-. ti,.of particles of a bacterial aerosol and the entire system
,3 ., C11rw..ins very limited. This hampers not only the development of
7:::.::igAtion, but also an understanding of those processes
t -i - the imnmediate vicinity of the bacterial cell and in the

S, . Th, question, studied by Sonkin, concerning the proportionality
o0 4 c., t:ie particles and the number of microbes in them served
a: tor the theoretical development of the conditions for the for-

mat L>n•:ictobial fractions in a bacterial aerosol. As already noted,

the in. , ce of these fractions make it difficult to utilize the method
prop,. u. lHowever, such fractions may emerge not only in an experi-

s so in a natural situation during the transmission of in-
, .- co -ditions for the emergence of fractions of nonmicrobi.:"

p.i ,i . r- . not changed by this. It is fully probable that the phc:icn-.,.non
,11" influence:; the effectiveness of contamiaition, in

C.-. . iL t impossible in spite of the presence o 1h2 causa
a.. forniation of an aerosol.

be stipulated that the theoretical analysis ý,t the con ons
, - oi o nonmicrobial particles was performed w;thout takf.. nto

,-!eii Brownian movement and other factors ca-rsing a cer.
2 *• ftht distribution of the microbes in the su:. -nsion.

:p re, ncd grounds for the theory of the for::it ,ion of n.

6.



microbial particles bears the nature of a rough approximation. A 3ub-
sequent analysis of this problemn with a consileration of the theory of
fluctuation makes it possible to more accurate!y find the conditions for
the formation of nonmicrobial particles. In order to "cover" possible
inaccuracies in the appraisal of the applicability of the suggested method
for investigating polydisperse systems, we increased the concentration of
the suspension being sprayed by 5-7 times in comparison with the critical
suspension.

Conclusions

I. A formula has been proposed for calculating the survival of microbes
in a polydisperse bacterial aerosol. It makes it possible to exclude the
influence of the physical process in the aerosol on the survival index.

2. It has been established that the appearance of a considerable number
of nonmicrobial particles in the aerosol can lead to the obtaining of a
mistaken result.

3. It is shown theoretically that the upper limit of applicability of the
method is an excessive number of microbes in the pe.rticle, making a
quantitative calculation of them inaccessible, and the lover limit -- the
critical radius of the system, depending on the concentration of the initial
suspensioR, or the sriticol concentration of the initial suspension --
1.92 • 10 cells/ca .
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Relationship of the cellular concentration of a sprayed suspension

and the average number of bacteria in a particle.

No. Cellular Concentration Average number of
.of initial su*spension cells in- particl K

1 2.Op 2.* 98 1*49- l0"9

2 5 598 1016 10-9

3 10 9.2 0 1.31 10"9

4 10 " 109 10.6 1.06 10-9

5 14 109 16.2 . 10-9
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